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Synopsis

This issue of She Ji: The Journal of Design, Economics, and Innovation seeks to ques-

tion the capacity of design to specify preferred future states in the conditions 

of environmental collapse.

The acute environmental crisis is the primary problem of the future. The per-

vasive exploitation of the environment leads to severe degradation of habitats, 

unprecedented levels of animal suffering,2 mass species extinction3 and the 

collapse of multiple ecosystems.4 Human activities expand beyond the safe 

operating space for planetary systems.5 Disregard for these boundaries poses 

global existential risks.6

The challenge of addressing the environmental crisis requires innovative ap-

proaches that go beyond mitigation of harm. These approaches will have to 

produce novel techno-social orders able to emancipate all types of nonhuman 

life, including animals and plants. Beyond life, future societies will have to 

value the agency of abiotic environments. The resulting orders should and can 

take the form of shared, more-than-human cultures and practices. Who can 

specify and bring forth such unfamiliar futures?

Design disciplines claim the possession of unique knowledge practices for 

making, and implementing, successful plans.7 Such practical orientation can be 

very effective. For example, seeking to save money and energy, designers intro-

duce outdoor LED lighting. LED lights are brighter and bluer than sodium and 

other lights. Unfortunately, their intensity and colour dramatically increase 

harmful environmental light pollution, a significant problem even before the 

development of LED technology. This type of adverse consequence is very com-

mon. Designers do not intend to cause harm, but their anthropocentric bias is 

hugely damaging. Evidence and analysis remain underused. Instead, designers 

prioritise technocratic approaches, overrate human ingenuity and overvalue 

human traditions. The anthropocentric bias underpins unjustifiable world-

views and motivates attitudes that might change on deeper consideration. 

The problem of light pollution is particularly vexing because it pits human 

preference for constant brightness against the nocturnal lifestyles of many 

organisms. If those organisms had a say in the design process, the negotiated 

outcomes would have to be different.
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To be relevant to the challenges of the future, design knowledge needs to 

engage with more-than-human concerns. Some approaches that aim to incor-

porate nonhuman issues are already emerging in multiple fields that consider 

issues in environmental 8 and ecological 9 justice. They include biocentric 10, 

ecocentric 11, geocentric 12 and land 13 ethics, astroethics,14 animal rights 15 and 

the ethics of care.16

This issue aims to interrogate possible forms and implications of post-anthro-

pocentric design knowledge. To this end, it invites evidence-driven research 

articles that engage with the full range of conceptual, scientific, political, so-

cial, economic, and technical aspects of design. The analytical frames can be 

historical, contemporary, or future-oriented. The editors hope to extend the 

conversation beyond the confines of professional or academic design-communi-

ties. Therefore, they welcome contributions from a broad range of disciplines. 

All forms of research that consider possible futures are welcome, including:

•	 all design disciplines;

•	 philosophy of science, engineering, information and computing;

•	 environmental history;

•	 environmental ethics and ethics of technology;

•	 social and cultural studies of science, design and crafts practices; 

•	 science, including biology and ecology;

•	 law and political studies;

•	 environmental humanities, including animal and plant studies;

•	 and others.

The guest editors encourage authors to engage with the following questions:

1. What will design knowledge be in the future? Is there a body of 

design knowledge distinct from the types of learning that are produced 

by humanities and sciences? Can the authors propose a possible defi-

nition? How does the inherently indeterminate character of complex 

systems frame the concept of design knowledge? Can future design 

combine everyday knowledge and traditional forms of human expertise 

with nonhuman knowhow?

2. Which approaches will produce design knowledge? Does the pro-

duction of design knowledge require distinct practices or research 

methods? What are the mechanisms of design-knowledge production? 

What approaches should be used to evaluate effectiveness of such 

knowledge? What regulation and funding should support the produc-

tion and deployment of design knowledge? How should the acquisition 
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of design knowledge respond to the more-than-human ethics of the 

future?

3. Who or what will produce design knowledge? Who are the typical 

knowledge workers in design research? What training do they require? 

What are their goals? Can – or should – existing design stakeholders 

seek to reconfigure and expand design-knowledge communities and 

partnerships? Can nonhuman actors produce design knowledge?

4. What will be the sites of design-knowledge production? Can design 

knowledge be produced outside of the disciplines, professions, and or-

ganizations of those who have the specific task of working with design 

in current economies? Should more individuals work with knowledge 

production in design than those who work with it today? Should the 

situations and time frames that produce design knowledge today shift 

to match the complex characteristics of interlinked and continuous 

planetary environments?

5. Which approaches can support transmission and preservation 

of design knowledge? Is it possible to accrue design knowledge in a 

reliable, cumulative way? What conditions does this require? What ar-

tefacts, evidence, and storage mechanisms can support such processes? 

How should future designers encourage rigor, replicability, and reuse?

6. Who will use design knowledge? Who consumes and pays for design 

knowledge? Who commissions this knowledge production and who 

stands to benefit? How do local, political, historical, and cultural cir-

cumstances affect the application of design knowledge? How should 

education or regulation direct the future use of design knowledge?

7. How will design knowledge be useful? What is the value of design 

knowledge? What are the mechanisms of quality assurance? Where is it 

used? What are the possible roles of design knowledge in future deci-

sion making?

The editorial team sees this topic as a substantial and ongoing challenge. Con-

sequently, it plans to invite contributors to participate in an edited book collec-

tion and a long-term collaborative research project that will follow this issue of 

She Ji.

About She Ji

She Ji is a fully open-access journal published by Tongji University and Tongji 

University Press in cooperation with Elsevier. The journal is fully peer re-

viewed. She Ji charges no publication fees. 
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She Ji encourages rich illustration. There is no limit on the number of images, 

charts, or diagrams in any article, and no limit on the use of colour. While we 

publish a small, high quality paper edition for authors and for exhibitions, 

most She Ji readers download articles direct from the journal web site. This 

makes it possible for She Ji authors to use as many images as an article requires.

For the complete description, see the publisher’s website.

Schedule

March 5, 2019: Call for proposals

•	 up to 300 words, excluding references

•	 proposals are optional, but the editors encourage them as a way to 

open a dialog with the authors

•	 suggested structure of the proposals:

•	 gap in current knowledge

•	 research questions

•	 hypotheses

•	 research methods

•	 research outcomes

•	 discussion of the outcomes

•	 future work

•	 submit via the email to: stanislav.roudavski@cantab.net

April 15, 2019: Proposals due

May 15, 2019: Feedback to authors

September 1, 2019: Full articles due

•	 6,000-8,000 words (excluding footnotes, references, and captions)

•	 it is permissible to submit an article without having previously submit-

ted a proposal

•	 submit via the journal’s web page

November 1, 2019: Feedback to authors

January 31, 2020: Amendments due

April 30, 2020: Feedback to authors and final selection

September 1, 2020: Publication

https://www.journals.elsevier.com/she-ji-the-journal-of-design-economics-and-innovation
mailto:stanislav.roudavski@cantab.net
http://www.journals.elsevier.com/she-ji-the-journal-of-design-economics-and-innovation/
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